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aliquip ex ea commodo consequatduis 
autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in 
vulputate velit esse molestie consequat.

Google free WiFi is a significant development on the Cape 
Flats. This means that persons with disabilities that are at 

home and do not have great opportunities can now get 
connected and engage with the world.

“ ”

INSTITUTE FOR THE PROMOTION OF

DISABLED MANPOWER

The new Board has settled in and we will be finalising our 
planning for 2020 in our last meeting for 2019. 
We are looking forward to some exciting topics for 
2020 in our Capacity Building Meetings and work 
towards even greater impact with our Disability 
Advice Desk. Our newsletter remains a vital 
communication tool together with our website.

Rustim Ariefdien
IPDM Chairperson

Google free WiFi is a significant development on the 
Cape Flats. This means that persons with disabilities 
that are at home and do not have great opportunities can 
now get connected and engage with the world. Those that 
are at home can hone their skills on the demand out there 
and those who want to enhance their skills are connected 
to the web. The inhibitions of transport and access into the 
buildings together with the financial implications are 
mitigated through using this WiFi.

IPDM is critically positioned to highlight these opportunities 
and share this valuable information with our members. 

It seems as if are challenges that we are facing are 
insurmountable. The unemployment rate is at an 
all-time high and our GDP growth rate is teetering at 
about 0.5%. Corruption is rife and we have a severe 
shortage of water in the country. And of course … the 
blackouts! 

And in all this turmoil the Springboks won … against all 
odds. They have demonstrated that one can overcome 
all  the odds and succeed.

So what is the lesson that the disabled can take from 
the Springboks’ victory?
I read an article about “10 tech predictions for 2020” 
and their first prediction was that “more disabled 
workers [will be] employed”. This was definitely not an 
article on disability, it was clearly about tech. According 
to this article, people with disabilities constitute an 
untapped pool of critically skilled talent. 

Nov 2019  Success Story 
 Asiphe Nkumbi and Avumile Gcayi
The above couple visited Sassa at Delf to apply for a grant.
They were approached by Felicica, our Delft volunteer. 
They were very devastated so our DAD volunteer referred 
them to Cape Town Society for The Blind in Salt river.

They were on a learnership and recently graduated.

Thanks IPDM for changing our life's it mean so much for us.
No we can face the future empowered and more stronger.
You motivated us at the right time .
We thought things like this happen to certain people.
Thanks Cape Town Society for The Blind.
Big thanks to IPDM and staff.

Disability employment is sometimes regarded as cumber-
some for an employer. However, it is no different than the 
complicated processes that the South African legislative 
framework has for all employees.

The essence lies in the Employment Equity Act (EEA). 
Reasonable accommodation for an employee with disabili-
ties is, for example, the responsibility of the employer. To the 
employer, this requirement may appear onerous. 

However, many employers fail to realise that “reasonable 
accommodation” applies to all employees and not specifical-
ly to persons with disabilities.

The EEA assists employers with job creation for people with 
disabilities through the Code of Good Practice on Key 
Aspects on the Employment of People with Disabilities, the
Technical Assistance Guide and the Code of Good Practice
on Employment Equity; all of which are guides to employing
people with disabilities.

These outline the disability targets that employers should 
work towards, which is represented in their Employment
Equity Plans. This plan should cover a five-year period, 
demonstrating how employers will achieve their annual
equity targets. The Code refers to Stats South Africa as a
guide for employers. 
The latest census states 7,5 percent as the target for 
disability employment.

If an employer is unable to achieve their equity targets,
they may be liable for penalties. These penalties can be 
anywhere between R1,5 million and up to 10 percent of an
employer’s annual turnover, depending on the nature and
frequency of the non-compliance.
A major challenge for employers is the sourcing of people 
with disabilities. This is demonstrated by the statistic 
provided by the latest Commission on Employment Equity
Report of 2016/17. It states that only 1,1 percent of people
with disabilities are accounted for in the working population.
This is way off the target of 7,5 percent.

To address this major gap in disability employment equity, 
skills development provides a solution where employers can 
source skills-development grant funding from their respec-
tive SETAs. 
Employers would enjoy the benefits of earning tax allowanc-
es on placing their staff or unemployed persons with disabili-
ties in learnerships. For example, a R120 000 tax allowance 
can be claimed by the employer for a learner with a disabili-
ty.
In addition, the Broad Based Black Economic Empower-
ment Act provides a scorecard, where the employment of 
persons with disabilities can favourably contribute to an 
employer’s points score. The impact could well propel an 
employer to a higher level.

An employer should develop a strategy governing disability 
employment. There are numerous service providers that 
can assist the employer to achieve legislative compliance or 
tap into the numerous benefits available in the employment 
of persons with disabilities.

Wishing you a joyous holiday season with peace & cheer in the New Year!

Rustim Ariefdien is a disability expert extraordinaire, who 
assists businesses to “let the Ability of disAbility enAble 
their profitAbility” through BBBEE, skills development, 
employment equity and socio-economic development. He 
ensures that businesses are able to maximise their points 
on the BBBEE scorecard and become compliant with 
legislative requirements as stipulated in the Employment
Equity and Skills Development Acts. His purpose is the 
economic empowerment of persons with disability in Africa. 
As a person with a disability himself, he has extensive 
experience in the development and empowerment of 
persons with disability

Rustim is a Disability Expert Extraordinaire. 
He assists businesses to “let the Ability of 
disAbilityenAble their profitAbility”.

He achieves this through the BBBEE 
elements of the score card; skills develop-
ment, employment equity and socio-eco-
nomic development. He ensures that 
businesses are able to maximize their 
points on the BBBEE scorecard and 
become compliant to legislative require-
ments as laid out in the Employment Equity 
and Skills Development Acts.

Rustim’s purpose is the economic empow-
erment of persons with disability in Africa. 
Himself a person born with a disability, 
Rustim has extensive experience in the 
development and empowerment of 
persons with disability being well 
networked in business, government and 
civil society. As an entrepreneur Rustim 
has owned and spawned numerous enter-
prises specializing in Disability Economic 
Empowerment. Rustim is currently 
engaged in his Masters at UCT in Disability 
Studies where his mission is to add to the 
body of knowledge for disability.

Wendy is the Director of Epilepsy South Africa 
Western Cape and she has been with the 
organization for 17 years. Her core business in 
partnership with her management teams is 
developing appropriate social and economic 
development services to persons with disabili-
ties. For the past 6 years, she was instrumental 
in the development of integrated skills and 

learnershipprogrammes for all persons with 
disabilities. These programmes have impacted 
on the lives of more 1000 people and their 
families.

Wendy qualified with a degree in Social Work 
at the University of the Western Cape and 
completed her Masters in NPO governance at 
the University of Stellenbosch. She is currently 
registered for her PhD at the University of Cape 
Town in the School of Public Health and Family 
Medicine- Health and Human Rights 
programme. Her qualifications and knowledge 
in the disability sector has shaped vision for the 
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Thanks to an inherently unequal society, certain 

groups within a community have been marginalised 

for any number of reasons be it race, religion, 

disability, or sexuality. As the world is increasingly 

accepting of difference, the number of people coming 

up with solutions to make certain activities more 

widely accessible is staggering. Perhaps one of the 

most obvious illustrations of this is in the world of 

disabled surfing. 
Surfing is, and remains, a deeply physical experience 

that requires a great deal of strength and 

coordination. It seems reasonable, then, that 

disabled people should be excluded from going out 

on a surfboard for their own safety. It’s not about ‘not 

wanting’ disabled people surfing; it’s just that it is a 

deeply physical activity that ‘they’ would not be able 

to handle. In many ways, the health and safety 

B O A R D I N G A N D 
DISABLING SEA SALT 
BARRIERS

activists are right: the way surfing is normally seen on 

beaches and popularised through the media is, 

perhaps, a significant danger to certain disabled 

people. That does not mean, however, that disabled 

people shouldn’t be allowed to participate in a highly 

popular sport that brings joy to millions. That said, the 

question about safety remains as a legitimate 

concern of both the activists and the disabled 

community itself. Adaptive surfing clinics provide a 

potential solution.
While it is true that ‘conventional’ surfing can be more 

of a danger for certain disabilities, that does not mean 

that the sport cannot be adapted in such a way as to 

make it more feasible and safe for the disabled. The 

concept of adapting sports in the disabled community 

is not new after all—just look at various sports across 

the Paralympics. It is worth noting, though, that the 

solution to adapt surfing for a disabled audience does 

little to suggest how those adaptions will be carried 

out in reality to maintain as much of the thrill and 

authenticity that surfing occasions while making it 

b o t h p l a u s i b l e a n d s a f e . C a p e To w n ’s 

Muizenberg-based Roxy Davis Foundation has been 

working tirelessly to transform the theory of adaptive 

surfing into a practical reality that actively affects the 

lives of disabled people.

The Altitude Group, a company long associated with 

and dedicated to improving the lives of South Africa’s 

Dear Fellow South African
The sight of Springbok captain Siyamthanda Kolisi 
lifting the cup at the Yokohama Stadium on Saturday 
filled me with great pride. I could see the undisguised 
emotion on the face of his father, Fezakele Raymond 
Kolisi watching from the stands. 
There was his son, the first black captain of the 
Springboks, making history.
Siya Kolisi was born on a day of profound significance 
in our country, 16 June, when we remember the 
valiant students who lit the path for our freedom. 
Siya’s captaincy not only epitomises the transforma-
tion of a sport that was once racially segregated; it is 
the power of a dream fulfilled. This is the dream of a 
young man of humble circumstances to one day wear 
the green and gold jersey, and of a country that has 
enabled him to see it realised.

At a time when South Africa is experiencing profound 
challenges, we have rallied around the victory in 
Japan. The outpouring of support for the Springboks 
on the road to the final once again showed the 
immense potential of sport to unite us as a people. 

When Caster Semenya crosses the finish line, when 
Banyana Banyana find the back of the net, when 
Chad le Clos lifts his gold medal, when our national 
netball team, the Proteas are crowned Africa champi-
ons, all of South Africa is cheering on the sidelines. 
After generations of division, we have become a 
people with a great sense of national pride.

But we are not only united by the achievements of our 
sportstars or internationally acclaimed performers, 
like the Ndlovu Youth Choir. We are also united by a 
shared desire for a country where all can live in peace 
and comfort, where all have an equal chance to 
achieve their potential.

We are united by the vision of a country where the 
divisions of the past can be overcome, a nation of 
equality, dignity and respect for human rights. Over 
the past 25 years, we have been working together to 
build that nation. And while this is still very much a 
work in progress, we are firmly on the path to unite, 
renew and transform our society.

The spectre of racism, sexism, tribalism, xenophobia, 
homophobia and other forms of intolerance has on 
occasion taken root in our society and has blindsided 
us as we strive towards our national objective of 
creating a non-racial, non-sexist, democratic, 
prosperous and tolerant society.

But we have always come back, even when we stood 
at the brink of tipping over. Saturday was a triumphant 
day as it confirmed what we are as a nation, firm in its 
resolve to find unity in its diversity, as exemplified in 
our national rugby team which is transforming beauti-
fully, being presented to the world with its first black 
captain.

We often fail to appreciate just how far we have come 
since that iconic moment in 1995 when a South 
African first held aloft the Rugby World Cup Trophy in 
building a society that offers equal opportunity to all 
regardless of race, gender or social circumstances.

Just last week I attended a businesswomen’s summit 
in Johannesburg and was in awe of the breadth of 
occupations and ventures our country’s women have 
entered. We had among us shipping company CEOs, 
tech entrepreneurs, DNA specialists and production 
company owners. This has been made possible by 
the progressive policies of this government and the 
opportunities it has afforded its people.

We must do more to foster social cohesion in our 

society. Our national broadcaster – indeed all 
broadcasters – should commission more content that 
re�ects the values of tolerance and
multiculturalism. Leaders of faith organisations, 
traditional bodies, political parties, cultural organisa-
tions, sports organisations and business bodies 
should all work together to foster a more inclusive and 
cohesive society.

Public sports and recreation facilities must be better 
resourced, especially in rural areas, so that young 
men and women who cherish dreams of sporting 
success attain their goals. The
youth should be able to explore and appreciate their 
history, traditions and languages.

This week, South Africa will be hosting its second 
Investment Conference as part of our ambitious drive 
to set our country on a path of faster growth and to 
create the many jobs that our people need. As we 
welcome over 1,500 investors and business people to 
explore the many investment opportunities in our 
country, let us be as united and as determined as we 
were on Saturday in Japan.

To mobilise the investment we need requires a 
massive effort from us all. More than ever, we need to 
be single-minded in our determination to build an 
economy that can benefit all our people. So let each of 
us, wherever we find ourselves, become part of the 
campaign to build a better South Africa.

As we held our breath on Saturday and awaited the �
nal whistle, we momentarily forgot our woes. And now, 
our sails swelled by the wind of victory, our pride must 
not deflate, our euphoria must not dissipate and our 
optimism must endure.

Let the goodwill brought by our success at Yokohama 
inspire us to put our collective shoulder to the wheel 
as we confront our economic, political and social 
challenges together – and overcome them.

As Siya Kolisi said: “We can achieve anything if we 
work together as one.”

Best wishes,
Cyril Ramaphosa

I would like to thank Epilepsy SA Western Cape 
Branch for opening their doors for me and allowing 
me to do a learnership programme at the organisa-
tion. 

Being on the learnership programme was not easy 
but completing the learnership was worth it.
 
As a person with a disability people make fun of you 
but it is important not to let that down. After success-
fully completing the learnership programme I am 
now a supervisor and a facilitator in the hospitality 
sector and a facilitator in business. 
I would like to say thank you to all parties involved 
(Epilepsy SA, SESTO and SSETA). 

The late Sharon Rabie who was a social auxiliary 
worker at Epilepsy SA WCB was my mentor and 
assisted me emotionally throughout the learnership 
programme because I was suicidal. 

With the assistance received I did not allow anything 
to bring me down and I realised that it is important 
not allow the fact that you have a disability to bring 
you down. 

I learnt that it is important to take on every opportuni-
ty provided and often one is told that they will call you 
back when you go for interviews and you never get 
called. 

But if you stay positive and you have God in your 
heart things will go right for you. The things I learnt 
whilst on the learnership programme have been 
valuable and I use what I have learnt to teach others. 

On the 8th October  the IPDM Disability 
Advice Desk (DAD) 
re-opened at WCRC ,after a period of 
inactivity. The last person who volun-
teered at DAD, has resumed his duties 
with much enthusiasm.
Badian Belford is a young man and a 
wheelchair user himself who can emphati-
cally assist many of the patients who 
frequently visits this health facility. He 
lives near WCRC and is familiar with orga-
nizations and their activities in the 
surrounding areas. 
We are grateful that more disabled people 
would be able to make use of our services 
again.

disabled community, has recently begun supporting 

the Roxy Davis Foundation. 

Although not the Foundation’s only supporter, Altitude 

has been proudly supporting them with their years of 

experience within the South African Disability Sector 

and will continue to do so and endeavours to support 

the growing trend in inclusive sporting and social 

groups. 

Alistair Roberts, Altitude’s Managing Director, 

re-affirmed this commitment to inclusivity at an 

adaptive surfing clinic in Muizenberg together with 

various organisations including the Roxy Davis 

Foundation and Dale Steyn.

Should you wish to join the Adaptive Surfing Clinic, 

please fill out this form at least four (4) days before 

the session. There will be sessions at 66 Beach Road, 

Surfer’s Corner, Muizenberg starting just after 12h00 

on:

- 20 October (last form deadline: 16th) 

- 17 November (last form deadline: 13th)

- 3 December (last form deadline: 29 Nov)

- 15 December (last form deadline: 11th)

We recommend you bring a beach towel, swimming 

costume or wetsuit, sunscreen, and a padlock. While 

we provide water, we recommend you bring some 

form of reusable drinking container like a bottle as it 

would make a significant impact in protecting the 

ocean.

For more information on Altitude or any of the 

organisations, see their respective websites or 

contact shanaaz@altitudegroup.co.za. 

I am also currently using what I was taught on the 
programme to open my own business. 

Don’t give up be strong and remember that disability 
is not a sickness. 

NADEEMAH BIRCH
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DO YOU HAVE AN 
INTERESTING STORY?
Feel free to contact us to be featured in 
our next newsletter:
ipdm.adm@gmail.com 
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